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Vernier introduces the new Go Direct™ Respiration Belt,
Go Direct Current Probe, and Go Direct Rotary Motion
Sensor.
Our Go Direct sensors connect directly to your mobile
device, Chromebook, or computer using our free
Graphical Analysis™ 4 app—no additional equipment or
software purchases are necessary. Go Direct sensors can
be used wirelessly via Bluetooth® or wired via USB,
allowing you to choose the solution best for your
classroom or laboratory.

NEW Go Direct™ Respiration Belt
Measure human breathing patterns quickly with the Go
Direct Respiration Belt. Respiration rate is reported in the
Graphical Analysis 4 app, which makes comparison
studies between subjects or experiments easy to do.

studies between subjects or experiments easy to do.

Learn More

NEW Go Direct™ Current Probe
Simplify your experimental setup with the Go Direct
Current Probe. Use in combination with the Go Direct
Voltage Probe to investigate Ohm’s law or series and
parallel circuits. The wireless connection eliminates
additional cables that can clutter the lab bench.

Learn More

NEW Go Direct™ Rotary Motion
Sensor
Monitor angular motion easily and precisely with the Go
Direct Rotary Motion Sensor. The wireless connection
eliminates the cables that can get caught and tangled
during rotational investigations.

Learn More

See the Data Collected During the
Solar Eclipse
Teach students about the scientific aspects of real-life
physical phenomena, such as the solar eclipse. Check
out the data, available for free, collected with Vernier
technology during the eclipse by educators like you.

Learn More

FREE Hands-On Professional
Development
Data-collection training gives instructors the skills to teach
with the latest in sensor technology. What’s the best part?
These 4-hour workshops include lunch or dinner and the
opportunity to get all the answers to your burning
questions about using Vernier technology in your
classroom or lab.

Learn More

Are you attending a conference this
Fall?
Come by our booth to speak to an expert about how datacollection technology can benefit your classroom. Attend
any of our workshops or stop by our booth during the
conference for a hands-on experience with our new Go
Direct sensors.

Learn More
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